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Introduction

1. İFÖD will address in its intervention in the case of Vedat Şorli v. Turkey (no. 42048/19)
the issue of freedom of expression on the social media platforms and insulting the
President of the Republic of Turkey (article 299 Turkish Criminal Code). In this case,
the applicant was detained and then convicted to a term of imprisonment of eleven months
and twenty days with suspension of the pronouncement of the judgment with regards to
two postings made by the applicant on the Facebook social media platform. Applicant’s
first Facebook posting concerns the sharing of a well-known photo collage involving the
President of Turkey and the former US president, Barack Obama. In this collage, Obama
seems to be kissing the President of the Turkish Republic who is portrayed in woman’s
clothes with long hair and President Erdoğan states on a balloon written in Kurdish “Are
you going to register the title to Syria in my name, my dear husband?” (“Suriye tapusunu
adıma yapacan mı kocacım”). The second publication concerned the sharing of photos of
the former Prime Minister of Turkey, Ahmet Davutoğlu and the President Erdoğan with
the following comment:
“Let your blood-fed power sink (...) / Let your seats be solidified by dint of taking lives
sink (...) / Let your luxurious lives that you live with the dreams you steal sink (...) / Let
your presidency, your power, your ambitions sink ( ...) " (“Kandan beslenen iktidarınız
yerin dibine batsın / Can aldıkça sağlamlaştırdığınız / koltuklarınız yerin dibine batsın /
Çaldığınız hayallerle yaşağıdınız lüks hayatlarınız / yerin dibine batsın / Başkanlığınız
da / İktidarınız da / Hırslarınız da / Yerin dibine batsın!!!”

2. It is understood from the case file that the applicant did not produce the above content
but shared the content generated by other Facebook users. So far as the content of the
shared Facebook post by the applicant is concerned, it seems to be related to criticism of
Turkey’s foreign policy as well as the Presidential system.
3. The European Court of Human Rights (“the Court”) asked to the parties whether there has
been an interference with the applicant’s right to freedom of expression, and especially
with his right to impart information or ideas, within the meaning of Article 10 § 1 of the
Convention and if so, whether the interference was provided by law by taking into account
the position of the addressee (“President of Turkey”) of the disputed publications, the
context in which the content was shared, the specific features of the social network on
which these publications were shared, the nature of the sentence imposed. Additionally,
the Court also asked whether the national courts, in their decisions, strike an appropriate
balance, respecting the criteria established by the Court’s case-law, between the
applicant’s right to freedom of expression and the right to respect the private life of the
complainant.1
4. As will be shown in the İFÖD submission, criminal defamation provisions are often
applied in favour of the government officials and in particular in favour of the President of
Turkey to silence fair criticism which as a result stifles democracy and pluralism. It is
submitted that the current case should be reviewed against this background. The
submission will discuss the compliance of domestic law and practice with the European
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Court’s jurisprudence and legal standards.2 Subsequently, an overview of legal issues
surrounding social media postings and an assessment of the impact of such publications
will be provided. İFÖD will therefore assess the important issue of whether the majority
of comments published on social media platforms are likely to be too trivial in character,
and/or the reach of their publication is likely to be too limited in semi closed social media
platforms such as Facebook. İFÖD will argue that content produced by third parties but
shared or liked by others to a small and restricted group of Facebook users should
not carry the same weight as a statement published on a mainstream website.
Distinctions should be also made between minor distributors and authors of the
impugned statements. In conclusion, İFÖD will provide a procedural review model
discussing the ‘general principles’ that should be taken into account with regards to
allegations of violation of freedom of expression protected by article 10 of the Convention
in criminal cases.
I.

European Standards with Regard to Defamation of Politicians
A.

Political Speech and Public Debate

5. Political speech is afforded a privileged status under the Convention. As noted by the
Court in Lingens v. Austria “freedom of political debate is at the very core of the concept
of a democratic society which prevails throughout the Convention”. 3 Due to the important
relationship between freedom of expression and democracy, statements that relate to a
debate on a matter of general concern and that constitute political or militant expression
are entitled to a high level of protection of the right to freedom of expression. 4 It follows
then the margin of appreciation available to the authorities in assessing the “necessity” of
measures restricting expressions related to matters of general concern is particularly
limited.
B.

Statements Against Politicians

6. As a result of this approach the Court has also observed that “the limits of acceptable
criticism are wider as regards a politician than as regards a private individual.5 A politician
inevitably and knowingly lays himself open to close scrutiny of his every word and deed
by both journalists and the public at large, and he must display a greater degree of
tolerance, especially when he himself makes public statements that are susceptible of
criticism.6 However, the reputation of a politician, even a controversial one, must benefit
from the protection afforded by the Convention.7
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7. It is, therefore, necessary to distinguish statements targeting the private life of a
politician8 and public role he/she plays in society.9 If the person attacked is a public
servant, the Court pays particular attention to whether the attacks were professional or
personal. Within this context, it is important to note that the Court is of the opinion that
civil servants must enjoy public confidence in conditions free of undue perturbation if
they are to be successful in performing their tasks and it may therefore prove necessary to
protect them from offensive and abusive verbal attacks when on duty.10 However, this
protection cannot be provided to politicians who are in the middle of political
debates. The Court drew a fundamental distinction between the statement of facts capable
of contributing to a debate in a democratic society relating to politicians in the exercise
of their functions, and the reporting of details of an individual’s private life, where it did
not.11
8. Another important principle developed in the case law of the Court relating to defamation
of politicians is that providing increased protection by means of a special law on insults or
by the imposition of special or higher criminal penalties against insult or defamation in
particular by the press will not, as a rule, be in keeping with the spirit of the Convention
and with Article 10.12 Such a privileged protection cannot be provided especially to the
heads of state, prime ministers, ministers or other high level politicians 13 as the State’s
interest in protecting the reputation of its own head of State cannot serve as justification
for affording that individual privileged status or special protection vis-à-vis the right to
convey information and opinions concerning him.14 The Court in Artun and Güvener15 and
most recently, in Önal (no. 2),16 considered within the context of criminal sanctions
involving insult to the President of the Republic that persons holding public office in the
State and representing the competent authorities as guarantors of the public order
institution must be self-restrained in the use of criminal proceedings.17 No doubt,
President Erdoğan is a politician rather than a King as in Spain in which the King
occupies a neutral position in political debate or it was previously in Turkey when the
Presidents acted as statesman rather than as politicians. In any case, criticism of a
constitutional institution is not excluded from the scope of the right to freedom of
expression and even symbol of State Unity such as a King is shielded from all criticism in
the exercise of his official duties.18
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9. Moreover, the context in which the expression is used is also crucial.19 Article 10
protects also the use of exaggerated or even offensive language, especially in cases where
journalists are reacting to what a politician said. 20 Polemical statements responding to a
politician’s expression concerning a matter of general interest, cannot be restricted as long
as the person who criticises the politician does not show deliberate carelessness in his/her
wording.21 In other words, a degree of immoderation is allowed according to the Court.22
10. On the other hand, an offensive statement may fall outside the protection of freedom of
expression where the sole intend of the offensive statement is to insult. 23 However, as
noted by the Court in the Lopes Gomes Da Silva judgment, political invective often spills
over into the personal sphere; such are the hazards of politics and the free debate of ideas,
which are the guarantees of a democratic society.24
11. Therefore, domestic courts should not take passages out of context and isolate
particular phrases as defamatory and the use of vulgar phrases in itself is not decisive
in the assessment of an offensive expression as it may well serve merely stylistic
purposes. In Tuşalp, the Court observed that the domestic courts, in their examination of
the case, omitted to set the impugned remarks within the context and the form in which
they were expressed.25 In Instytut Ekonomichnykh Reform, Tov v. Ukraine, the Court also
stated that the hypothetical grammatical forms and the satirical tone employed by the
author were the relevant factors to be taken into account by the local courts to decide
whether a journalist’s article was defamatory or not.26
12. Furthermore, the dominant position which the Government and its members occupy
makes it necessary for them – and for the authorities in general – to display restraint in
resorting to criminal proceedings and the associated custodial measures, particularly
where other means are available for replying to the unjustified attacks and criticisms of
their adversaries.27 Within this context, the Court held several times that criminal
sanctions imposed on people expressing views on a matter of general concern creates
chilling effect that works to the detriment of society as a whole, is likewise a factor which
goes to the proportionality.28
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C.

Article 299 of the Turkish Criminal Code

13. The applicant has been found guilty subject to article 299 of the Turkish Criminal Code
which criminalises insult to the President of Turkey. According to this provision, someone
who defames the President of Turkey shall be imprisoned for a term of one to four years.
The use of article 299 increased significantly during the term of office of President
Abdullah Gül. Together with the Presidency of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the use of article
299 peaked and the provision became one under which thousands of people were indicted
from politicians to journalists and students to celebrities. As will be seen below, 128.872
criminal investigations and 30.738 criminal prosecutions took place during the
Presidency of Erdoğan (2014-2019) involving article 299 of the Criminal Code.

14. The details of the majority of the criminal investigations and prosecutions are unknown
and it is not clear whether the investigations and prosecutions make a distinction between
statement of facts and value judgments or what percentage of these involve harsh swear
words and insults as alleged often by the government.
15. The high number of criminal investigations and prosecutions was also noticed by the
Venice Commission, which in its report of March 2016 stated about this provision that the
provision “fails to take into account the European consensus which indicates that States
should either decriminalise defamation of the Head of State or limit this offence to the
most serious forms of verbal attacks against them. The Commission considers that the
only solution to prevent further violations of Article 10 of the ECHR is the complete
abrogation of Article 299.”29
D.

Special Treatment for the President of Turkey in Turkish Law

16. President Erdoğan seems to have an unprecedented and unique position before the
domestic courts. As the figures above shows 128.872 persons were subjected to a criminal
investigation and 30.738 persons were prosecuted for insulting President Erdoğan as of
end of 2019. The applicant, therefore, is just one of them.
17. Firstly, it should be noted that the Court of Cassation systematically ignored the caselaw of the European Court when dealing with the cases related to defamation of the
President of Turkey subject to article 299 of the Criminal Code. An examination of 460
decisions of the Court of Cassation between April 2015 and June 2017 revealed that 388
of these were delivered by the 16th Criminal Chamber and there were only two references
to the judgments of the European Court and only in the dissenting opinions. 30
Nevertheless, the same Chamber regularly made references systematically in its decisions
29
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to the ECtHR judgments in the cases related to the terrorist propaganda subject to Article
7/2 of the Law No. 3713.31 More importantly, a considerate number of not guilty verdicts
involving article 299 are overturned by the Court of Cassation or quashed when not guilty
verdicts finalised at the local courts level are referred to the Court of Cassation by written
order of the Ministry of Justice (“Kanun Yararına Bozma”) subject to article 309 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure.32 Finally, the 16th Criminal Chamber of the Court of
Cassation considered exactly the same photo collage involving the President of Turkey
and the former US president, Barack Obama in two separate decisions. In one appeal
decision, the 16th Criminal Chamber reversed the not guilty verdict of a lower court
involving the photo collage by a majority verdict. 33 In the other case, the 16th Criminal
Chamber, by way of a written order of the Ministry of Justice (“Kanun Yararına Bozma”),
decided to quash the “not guilty verdict” of a lower court involving the same photo
collage.34
18. Secondly, considering the high number of prosecutions and guilty verdicts, the number
of individual applications decided by the Constitutional Court is strikingly low with
only one decision so far which was found inadmissible. Even though the Constitutional
Court has implemented the Axel Springer test in cases where there is a conflict between
the right to protection of reputation and freedom of expression, nevertheless, in cases to
which Mr. Erdoğan is a party, Axel Springer test is not applied. In the Umut Kılıç
application, the Constitutional Court ignored the European Court’s jurisprudence relating
to insult to heads of states and found the application inadmissible. 35 The Constitutional
Court also ignored the European Court’s jurisprudence when considering article 299 under
contention of constitutionality process.36 Domestic courts bringing this claim to the
Constitutional Court relying on the jurisprudence of the European Court argued that the
privileged position provided to the President under this provision violates the equality
principle of the Constitution. However, the Constitutional Court rejected this request.
19. The Constitutional Court in applications brought concerning civil cases has adopted the
same pro-President approach. In the Neşe Özgen application, the applicant claimed that
she had been defamed by a speech made by the President. 37 The case was found
manifestly ill-founded without assessing the applicant’s allegations. Similarly, in the
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu application, the applicant who is the leader of the main opposition
party was sanctioned to pay compensation to Mr. Erdoğan for a speech he had made at the
Parliament. The Constitutional Court not only did decide that this speech is not protected
by the parliamentary immunity of the applicant but also found that the decision of the
local court had not breached the Constitution.38 While deciding against the applicant, the
Constitutional Court disregarded the context in which the speech was made. This case was
31
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taken to the European Court and recently the European Court found a violation of Article
10 in the case of Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu v. Turkey.39 In its decision, the European Court was
critical of the Constitutional Court’s approach as well as the local courts’ decisions by
stating that “assuming, as the domestic courts did, that the language and expressions used
in the two speeches were provocative and coarse, and that some of the expressions could
legitimately be described as offensive, they were nevertheless essentially made up of
value judgments and not concrete statements of fact.”40 According to the European Court,
“this aspect was not taken into consideration by the civil courts, which carried out no
analysis of the question whether the impugned expressions had a sufficient factual basis.
As to the Constitutional Court, it merely highlighted the abstract nature of certain
remarks without engaging in any in-depth analysis of this question.”41 The Court,
therefore concluded that the domestic courts, in their examination of the case, failed to set
the impugned remarks within the context and the form in which they had been
expressed. According to the Court, the local courts, including the Constitutional Court
failed to make a distinction between “facts” and “value judgments”, but merely
considered whether the expressions used in the speeches were capable of causing damage
to the plaintiff’s personality rights and reputation. 42 More importantly and finally the
Court stated that “the domestic courts are required to examine whether the context of the
case, the public interest and the intention of the person who made the impugned remarks
justified the possible use of a degree of provocation or exaggeration.43 It should be
recalled that according to the Court, the national courts’ discretion in striking a balance
between the right to freedom of expression and the right to respect private life is narrowed
in criminal defamation cases, in favour of freedom of expression.44
20. Moreover, the Constitutional Court has found several individual applications filed by
individuals who were convicted or were condemned to pay compensation for defaming
Mr. Erdoğan in civil or criminal cases inadmissible on the grounds of unsubstantiated
complaints. In the Mustafa Akaydın45 case, the applicant who was a mayoral candidate
from an opposition party when he made the impugned speeches was condemned to pay
compensation to Mr. Erdoğan. When he filed an individual application claiming that his
freedom of expression was violated, the Constitutional Court found the application
inadmissible on the ground that the applicant failed to prove violation of his rights. The
Constitutional Court repeated the same reasoning in the Abdurrahman Erol Özkoray
application46 and in relation to the current applicant’s application 47 as well. Nevertheless,
such an application of unsubstantiated complaints doctrine is completely in contradiction
with the European Court’s jurisprudence.
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21. It is submitted, therefore, that the Constitutional Court as well as other domestic courts
continue to fail to apply the Strasbourg standards in cases to which the President of
Turkey is a party.48
E.

The Speaker/Producer vs. the Distributor of Internet Content

22. It is also important to assess the impact of social media postings and legal issues
surrounding such postings in this submission. Within this context, first of all, there needs
to be a distinction between various types of social media users. Although the title and
position of the person making the speech is important within the Court’s jurisprudence,
there may be other types of users of social media platforms previously not considered by
the Court. Therefore, there needs to be a distinction between the following type of users
while determining criminal responsibility if any:
a. The Speaker is the person who creates, produces and owns the original
content
b. The Direct Distributor is the person who shares the original content
c. The Indirect Distributor is the person who likes the original content
23. Even when liability may arise for the speaker category within the context of social media
postings and content, that may not necessarily extend to the distributor category as the
potential impact of such distribution needs to be evaluated further by reference to the
Court’s jurisprudence, as will be explained further below.
F.

Potential Impact of the Distribution of Content on Facebook

24. There are substantial differences between the various social media platforms and how the
users choose to use these platforms. While, for example, Twitter is regarded as largely an
open microblogging platform, Facebook is often regarded as a semi closed platform
given that users largely post on their Facebook “wall” that is visible to their “friends”
(unless they make the content accessible to anyone). Therefore, the users of the Facebook
platform decide themselves whether to have their accounts and profiles publicly open to
anyone or whether their accounts are restricted to family and friends. Therefore, İFÖD
believe it is important to consider the nature of the platform on which the impugned
posts were made; that is whether they were made on a completely publicly accessible
Internet platform, website or blog or on a semi-private platform.49
25. The Court established that the potential impact of the medium of expression concerned
is an important factor in the consideration of the proportionality of an interference.50
According to the Court’s jurisprudence, “it is clear that the reach and thus potential
impact of a statement released online with a small readership is certainly not the
same as that of a statement published on mainstream or highly visited web pages”. 51 It is
therefore essential to assess the potential influence of an online publication to determine
48
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the scope of its reach to the public. Similarly, in the admissibility decision of Tamiz v. The
United Kingdom,52 the Court established that “millions of Internet users post comments
online every day and many of these users express themselves in ways that might be
regarded as offensive or even defamatory. However, the majority of comments are
likely to be too trivial in character, and/or the extent of their publication is likely to
be too limited, for them to cause any significant damage”53 to another person’s
reputation or to state institutions to require criminal prosecutions or sanctions such as
dismissal.54
26. Therefore, İFÖD suggests that distinctions should be made between whether the posts
were made by a public, well-known or influential figure,55 or a well-known blogger or
YouTuber56 or a popular user of social media,57 which could have attracted public
attention to his comment and thus have enhanced the potential impact of the
impugned statements58 and/or whether an applicant shared or liked such content
contributing to its direct or indirect distribution rather than originally posting such content
to social media platforms.59 If the applicant did not produce the impugned content, the
Court should be mindful of the applicant’s contribution to the distribution of content
generated by other Facebook users which is already available on the platform. Within this
context, the Court should also assess whether the original speaker of the content was
identified, and if this is the case whether a criminal investigation has been conducted
against that person.
27. Finally, the Court should examine whether domestic judicial authorities evaluated the
potential impact of the applicant’s postings on Facebook and/or his trivial role in the
distribution of the original content.
28. İFÖD is of the opinion that these are important factors that needs to be taken into
account and that the Court should assess these in the present case.
G.

Content of the Facebook Publications

29. Moreover, the Court should also take into account the content of shared postings and
consider whether they had a political nature and whether they were part of a political
debate on a matter of general and public concern and whether the statements shared
by the applicants attracted any public attention.
30. The Court’s well-established case law holds that political speech enjoys high protection
and there is little scope under Article 10 § 2 of the Convention for restrictions on political
52
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speech or on debate on matters of public interest. The margin of appreciation of States is
thus reduced where a debate on a matter of public interest is concerned. 60 Therefore, the
local courts should consider whether the nature of the online content at issue in a given
case constitutes political speech or relates to matters of public interest. They should
analyse statements “in the context of the relevant discussion and to find out which
idea they sought to impart”.61 The Court rightly stated in Terentyev v. Russia that the
local courts “made no attempt to assess the potential of the statements at hand to provoke
any harmful consequences, with due regard to the political and social background,
against which they were made, and to the scope of their reach”.62
31. Furthermore, the local courts should assess whether the impugned statements, are fairly
construed and seen in their immediate or wider context, can be seen as a direct or
indirect call for violence or as a justification of violence, hatred or intolerance.63
32. The Court stated that offensive language may fall outside the protection of freedom of
expression if it amounts to wanton denigration; but the use of vulgar phrases in itself is
not decisive in the assessment of an offensive expression as it may well serve merely
stylistic purposes. For the Court, style constitutes part of the communication as the form
of expression and is as such protected together with the substance of the ideas and
information expressed.64 The Court stresses that not every remark which may be perceived
as offensive or insulting by particular individuals or their groups justifies a sanction. It is
only by a careful examination of the context in which the offending, insulting or
aggressive words appear that one can draw a meaningful distinction between shocking and
offensive language which is protected by Article 10 of the Convention and that which
forfeits its right to tolerance in a democratic society.65 Within this context, though the
Court did not approve of the language used by the applicant or the tone of his text, the
Court in Savva Terentyev considered even very harsh statements like “It would be great if
in the centre of every Russian city, on the main square... there was an oven, like at
Auschwitz, in which ceremonially every day, and better yet, twice a day (say, at noon and
midnight) infidel cops would be burnt. The people would be burning them. This would be
the first step to cleansing society of this cop-hoodlum filth.” to be a provocative metaphor,
which frantically affirmed the applicant’s wish to see the police “cleansed” of corrupt and
abusive officers (“infidel cops”) and which was the applicant’s emotional appeal to take
measures with a view to improving the situation.66
33. İFÖD, therefore, believes that in addition to context analysis, content analysis is an
important necessary element for assessing this and similar applications in the future with
regards to social media content.
60
61
62
63

64

65
66
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Hungary, no. 40721/08, §§ 52 and 56-58, 24.07.2012 and Vona v. Hungary, no. 35943/10, §§ 64-67, ECHR
2013.
Gül and Others v. Turkey, no. 4870/02, § 41, 08.06.2010; Grebneva and Alisimchi v. Russia, no. 8918/05, §
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Vajnai v. Hungary, no. 33629/06, §§ 53 and 57, ECHR 2008.
Savva Terentyev v. Russia, no. 10692/09, 28.08.2018, § 72.

Conclusion
34. As illustrated article 299 of the Turkish Criminal Code has been used to silence criticism
and to provide privileged protection to the President of Turkey as a high level politician in
power which detrimentally stifles the public debate in Turkey, contrary to well established
case-law of the Strasbourg Court.
35. İFÖD kindly invites the Court to take into the consideration that article 299 is in
contradiction with the Convention standards and Turkish judicial practices exacerbate
detrimental impact of this provision on political speech.
36. Finally, İFÖD kindly invites the Court to take into account the criteria for assessing the
impact of social media postings and the distinction between various types of social media
users especially on semi closed platforms such as Facebook.
09.11.2020

İfade Özgürlüğü Derneği – İFÖD (Turkey)

Web: https://ifade.org.tr Twitter: @ifadeorgtr
İfade Özgürlüğü Derneği (İFÖD) has been set up formally in August 2017 protect and foster the
right to freedom of opinion and expression. The new Association envisions a society in which
everyone enjoys freedom of opinion and expression and the right to access and disseminate
information and knowledge.
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